
4mm dark grey color tinted float glass

Introduction
4mm dark grey tinted glass, also call 4mm dark grey color glass, 4mm dark grey float glass, 4mm black
color float glass, dark grey colored heat absorbing glass, it is a kind of energy-saving decorative glass,
which can absorb the heat rays in the sun and maintain good transparency, produced by adding metal
oxides during the manufacturing of 4mm colorless float glass.

Characteristic
• Effectively absorb the sun's radiation, resulting in "cold room effect", so achieve the effect of heat
preservation;
• Absorb more visible light, to make the through sun becomes soft, to avoid glare and improve the indoor
color;
• Strongly absorb the sun's ultraviolet rays, effectively prevent ultraviolet light to make indoor items fade
and deteriorate;
• With a certain degree of transparency, can clearly enjoy the outdoor scene;
• Bright and enduring color, greatly enhances the appearance of the building.

Specification
• Size: 2140x3300mm, 2250x3300mm, 2140x1650mm, 2440x1650mm, 2250x1650mm, 2140x3660mm,
2440x3300mm, any custom cut to size
• Color: except dark grey color, we also produce light grey, bronze, dark blue, ford blue, F-green, dark
green, etc.
• Thickness: except 4mm, we also have 5mm, 5.5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, etc.
• Processing: polished edges, drill holes, cut notches, tempered, laminated, insulated, frosted, etc.

Application
Because the dark grey colored glass can rational use of sunlight, adjust the indoor temperature, save air
conditioning costs, and decorate the architecture, it is widely used in place where require both light
transparency and heat insulation, such as cut to size dark grey float glass, or make 4mm dark grey color
tempered glass, used as glass building doors and windows, or make into 4+4mm dark grey color tinted
laminated glass, dark grey color float insulated glass, used as glass curtain wall, etc.
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